Jennifer Urezzio - Master Intuitive, Best-Selling Author of two books,
Teacher and Speaker. Founder of Soul Language, training over 30
practitioners worldwide in a paradigm that puts tangibility to Soul

In this episode:
•
•
•
•
•

Jennifer recalls her origin story of being bound in corporate world then understanding her
intuitive gift that led her to a life-long purpose of connecting people with their souls.
Learning to understand that one’s purpose may not always lie towards service of others but
knowing what makes the soul full and whole.
Jennifer teaches the magnificent and unspoken wonders of surrendering and how one’s soul
affects the life of a business.
She discusses the tangibility of three aspects of soul: your mission, how you feel about your
mission and your soulful personality. (You wouldn’t want to miss this!)
Jennifer gives a sneak peek of what she’ll be sharing in the upcoming Extraordinary Women Ignite
Conference.

Jennifer Urezzio is the founder of Soul Language – a paradigm that puts tangibility to Soul so a conscious
connection can be established to enable crystal clear decisions for success. Jennifer is also a master
intuitive and the author of two best-selling books. Currently, she has trained over 30 practitioners
worldwide in Soul Language. At this time there are over 5,000 individuals all over the world connecting to
their Soul Languages.

Quotes:
“We’re always going to hear our soul through some level of humanity and we don’t want to lose that. But
the key here is to hear it with clarity, less filters, less judgements and knowing that you’re whole and
complete. When you do that, you have a roadmap to go anywhere you want to go.” – Jennifer Urezzio
“Putting my wholeness into everything is always asking the question for me, if I was whole and complete,
what would I say, what would I be, what would I do and what would I express here?” – Jennifer Urezzio
“What’s important is creating that foundation of sacred practice, whatever that looks like for you. When
you have an ongoing sacred practice, the dips, the challenges, you don’t stay there long as much as you
do when you don’t have one.” – Jennifer Urezzio
“I’m going to let go and just take care of myself. I am my biggest client.” – Jennifer Urezzio
“If you’re trying to control and manage everything, you’re bypassing a lot of miracles that are being
thrown at you. You’re not on the same vibration so you miss them.” – Jennifer Urezzio
“Understanding your business energy allows you to receive more.” – Jennifer Urezzio

“Treat yourself and treat everyone else like they’re whole and complete.” – Jennifer Urezzio
“Are we going to choose something bigger? Or are we going to live in our pain and suffering?” – Jennifer
Urezzio

Pearls of Wisdom:
1. “Know that you’re profoundly loved.”
2. “It’s simply divine intelligence that will help you in the feeling and knowing that you’re loved,
supported and provided for.”
3. “Let’s shine. Stop hiding, stop trying to figure it out and let’s just be who we are. Because, people
are just waiting to love you more.”

Resources:
Jennifer Urezzio - Master Intuitive, Best-Selling Author of two books, Teacher and Speaker. Founder of
Soul Language, training over 30 practitioners worldwide in a paradigm that puts tangibility to Soul
Website: https://www.soullanguage.us/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SoulLanguage
Facebook: https://web.facebook.com/SoulLanguage
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/jurezzio/
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Golden Timestamp:
12:59 – 14:31 – Defining Wholeness through the Process of Disconnection

